
The common space motion of the stars in a cluster is an effective way to distinguish them from foreground or background stars in the Galactic disk. Using the Hectochelle multi-object spectrograph on the MMT 6.5 m telescope, we have measured radial (line-of-sight) velocities over 5 years for more than 3,500 stars within a circular 1-degree diameter field centered on NGC 6811. With Hectochelle we observe in the spectral range from 5,150–5,300 Å with a spectral resolution of \( \sim 40,200 \). For late-type stars like Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 this wavelength range is rich with narrow absorption lines and thus well suited for radial-velocity (RV) measurements. Our RV measurement precision for stars of F, G, and K type is \( \sim 0.3 \) km s\(^{-1}\) down to 18.5 magnitude in V.

Against the broad velocity distribution of Galactic field stars, the members of NGC 6811 populate a distinct peak with a mean RV of \( +7.7 \pm 0.8 \) km s\(^{-1}\). The uncertainty represents the 1σ velocity dispersion among cluster stars caused by internal dynamics, binary orbital motions, and observational errors. For a given star, the probability for cluster membership \( (P_{RV}) \) is calculated from simultaneous fits of separate Gaussian functions to the cluster \( (F_C) \) and field \( (F_F) \) RV distributions. The probability is defined as the ratio of the cluster-fitted value over the sum of the cluster- and field-fitted values at the star’s RV:\(^{[29]}\)

\[
P_{RV} = \frac{F_C(RV)}{F_C(RV) + F_F(RV)}
\]

The mean RVs for Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 of \( +7.8 \pm 0.2 \) km s\(^{-1}\) and \( +8.1 \pm 0.2 \) km s\(^{-1}\), based on 8 and 7 RV measurements, respectively, correspond to membership probabilities of 84% and 81%. Probabilities of less than 100% are expected as some background and foreground field stars will have RVs near the cluster mean. However, such field stars most likely lie below (background) or above (foreground) the cluster sequence in the color-magnitude diagram (CMD; see Fig. 1a in main text).

Because a unique and well-defined relationship between stellar rotation rate and color (proxy for stellar mass) has been established for members of NGC 6811\(^{[18]}\) (see Figure 1b in the main text), the rotation periods of Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 provide additional confirmation of their membership to NGC 6811. The rotation periods of \( 9.97 \pm 0.16 \) days and \( 10.61 \pm 0.04 \) days for Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 place them on the tight rotational sequence traced by cluster members in the NGC 6811 color-period diagram (CPD; Figure 1b in main text). Background and foreground field stars are likely to be older and thus rotate more slowly than members of NGC 6811, placing them above the cluster sequence in the CPD. The rotation periods for Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 were determined from the Kepler light curves using a periodogram analysis to detect periodic variability. Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 show representative sections of Kepler light curves and the resulting periodograms for
Fig. S1.— A segment of the *Kepler* light curve for Kepler-66 (top panel) and the corresponding periodogram (bottom panel). The power as a function of rotation frequency (inverse rotation period) in the periodogram is produced by the modulation by star spots of the stellar flux as the star rotates and peaks at a period of 9.97 days.

Kepler-66 and Kepler-67, respectively. The rotation periods for Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 are consistent with the spectroscopically measured projected rotational velocities ($v \sin i$) and radii for the two stars within the uncertainties of the latter.
Fig. S2.— A segment of the *Kepler* light curve for Kepler-67 (top panel) and the corresponding periodogram (bottom panel). The power as a function of rotation frequency (inverse rotation period) in the periodogram is produced by the modulation by star spots of the stellar flux as the star rotates and peaks at a period of 10.61 days.

2. Stellar population of NGC 6811 during the era of planet formation

Planets form in the disks of dust and gas surrounding stars for the first few million years of their lives. We can estimate the number of stars of different masses in NGC 6811 at the time Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b formed, by fitting a canonical initial mass function (IMF; [28]) to the current number of stars of mid-F spectral type ($M_\star \sim 1.3–1.4 \, M_\odot$) in NGC 6811. We assume that stars in this mass-bin have been only minimally impacted by dynamical
evolution in NGC 6811, as opposed to smaller stars that can be more easily ejected from the cluster after close encounters with more massive stars and binaries. Furthermore, the number of mid-F type stars in NGC 6811 should not be affected by stellar evolution as their main-sequence lifetimes are 4 to 5 times the cluster age. Nonetheless, the current number of mid-F type stars in NGC 6811 is likely lower than during the era of planet formation, making our estimates of the number of stars of different masses a lower limit. From the IMF fit we estimate that NGC 6811 contained at least 6000 stars, including eight O stars ($M_\star \gtrsim 20 M_\odot$) and 125 B stars ($3 M_\odot \lesssim M_\star \lesssim 20 M_\odot$).

3. Validation of Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b as planets in NGC 6811

Transit signals can be mimicked by a variety of astrophysical phenomena unrelated to planets, such as a background or foreground eclipsing binary star or a star transited by a larger planet falling within the same photometric aperture as the target (‘blends’). Analysis of the centroid motion in the Kepler images (Sect. 3.1) and analysis of additional high-spatial-resolution images (Sect. 3.2) show no such nearby stars that could cause the transit signals observed in Kepler-66 and Kepler-67. Low-precision radial velocities carried out with the MMT and Keck-I 10 m telescopes rule out stars or brown dwarfs as companions (Sect. 3.3). However, due to the faintness of the targets ($V = 15.3$ for Kepler-66 and $V = 16.4$ for Kepler-67) it is not practical to obtain the high-precision radial velocity measurements needed to detect the acceleration of the stars induced by a planet, which would be the customary way of confirming the planetary nature of these transit signals. We have therefore followed a statistical approach known as BLENDER [30–33] to show that the likelihood of a true planet transiting the target star far exceeds the likelihood of a false positive (Sect. 3.4).

3.1. Centroid motion analysis

To constrain the distance within which a background false positive could be the source of the transit we use a fit of the Kepler Pixel Response Function (PRF) to difference images. The PRF fit technique constructs difference images by subtracting averaged in-transit pixel values from out-of-transit pixel values. We compute the position of the Kepler PRF that best matches the difference image, giving the position of the star producing the transit signal. The PRF is also fit to the out-of-transit pixel image, giving the location of the target star assuming there are no other stars of comparable brightness in the out-of-transit pixel image. For further details see Bryson et al. (2013; [34]).
For Kepler-66 we find that the PRF fit of the transit source is offset from the PRF fit of the target star by $0'14 \pm 0'15$, or $0.93\sigma$. We rule out any star outside a $3\sigma$ radius of $0.44''$ as a potential source of a false positive. Centroid analysis of Kepler-67 is complicated by the existence of a brighter star (KIC 9532049, *Kepler* magnitude $K_p = 14.7$) about three pixels ($12''$) from the target star. The PRF-fit centroid of the out-of-transit image is dominated by this brighter star, and therefore is not a valid measurement of the target star’s position. Instead we use the offset of the PRF-fit of the difference image from the KIC catalog position of the target star. This offset is $0'60 \pm 0'25$, or $2.37\sigma$. We rule out any star outside a $3\sigma$ radius of $0'75$ as a potential source of a false positive.

### 3.2. High-resolution imaging

Near-infrared adaptive optics imaging of Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 were obtained on the nights of 29 May and 24 June 2012 with the Keck-II telescope and the NIRC2 near-infrared camera behind the natural guide star adaptive optics system. NIRC2, a $1024 \times 1024$ HgCdTe infrared array, was utilized in $0''0099$ per pixel mode yielding a field of view of approximately $10''$. Observations were performed in the $K'$ filter ($\lambda = 2.124 \mu m; \delta \lambda = 0.351 \mu m$). The frames were dark-subtracted and flat-fielded into a final image for each filter.

The optical brightnesses of Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 are relatively faint ($K_p = 15.2$ and $K_p = 16.2$, respectively) making the adaptive optics correction difficult. As a result, the central cores of the resulting point spread functions (PSF) in the images have widths of FWHM = $0''2$ (approximately 20 pixels) for Kepler-66 and and FWHM = $0''7$ (approximately 70 pixels) for Kepler-67. No sources other than the primary target were detected in the field of view. Our point source detection limits were estimated in a series of concentric annuli drawn around the star. The separation and widths of the annuli were set to the FWHM of the primary target PSF. The standard deviation of the background counts is calculated for each annulus, and the $10\sigma$ limits are determined within annular rings.[35] The sensitivity curves for the $K'$ observations are shown in Supplementary Figure S3.

A wider companion to Kepler-67, 2 magnitudes fainter and falling just at the edge of the NIRC2 field at a distance of $4'9$, was detected in $J$-band images from the United Kingdom Infra-Red Telescope (UKIRT) 3.8 m telescope. We account for the dilution caused by this contamination when computing the radius for Kepler-67 b reported in Table 1 of the main text. The effect is to increase the radius by about 7.7% compared to what it would be if we did not account for this companion.
Fig. S3.— The point source sensitivity for the Keck-II NIRC2 $K'$ images of Kepler-66 (left) and Kepler-67 (right), as a function of angular distance from the target stars. The filled circles represent the sensitivity limits as measured in the $K'$ image in steps of the FWHM. The dashed lines represent the $K'$ limits converted to $Kepler$ magnitudes based upon the expected colors of stars$^{[35,36]}$.

3.3. High-resolution spectroscopic observations

We used the HIRES instrument$^{[37]}$ on the Keck-I telescope (Mauna Kea, Hawaii) to obtain high-resolution spectra of Kepler-66 (2012 May 28 UT) and Kepler-67 (2012 June 22 UT) for the main purpose of placing limits on the presence of close stellar companions. The entrance slit used was 0.87′′ × 14″, giving a resolving power of approximately $R = 55,000$. The signal-to-noise ratios per pixel for these spectra are 30 and 13, respectively, at a wavelength of 5,500 Å. To establish the sensitivity to companions we calculated the cross-correlation function (CCF) of the spectra based on all spectral orders between 4,900 Å and 6200 Å against a solar-type template, for which we used a spectrum of Ganymede obtained with the same instrumentation. Given that the two stars are not far from the Sun in spectral type, we expect the CCFs to be essentially symmetrical. Any lines of another star will typically be Doppler-shifted blueward or redward compared to the target, producing an asymmetry in the CCF. To better view such effects, we superimpose a left-right flipped version of the CCF, and the differences between the CCF and its mirror image enable us to infer upper limits on the brightness of companions. The CCFs of both stars have a single, strong, narrow peak with a full width at half maximum of some 20 km s$^{-1}$. The differences with the mirror CCF are no larger than about 2%.

We conclude that there are no FGK stars within 0.4″ of either target (half the width of
the spectrometer slit) that are brighter than 2% of the primary star flux, corresponding to a magnitude difference of $\Delta K_p \sim 4$ mag. The only possible exception is a companion within $\sim 10$ km s$^{-1}$ of the RV of Kepler-66 or Kepler-67, which would be unresolved in the centroid motion analysis and the analysis of high spatial resolution imaging. If physically associated, any such companions would be orbiting beyond 10 AU of the star.

3.4. Validation with BLENDER

Here we seek to demonstrate that the odds ratio given by the expected frequency of planets of the sizes of Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b (‘planet prior’) divided by the frequency of blends is very large (several orders of magnitude). This same technique has been used previously to validate a number of Kepler candidates$^{36,38–40}$. While those cases involved field stars, and chance alignments with other background or foreground stars in the field, for Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 some blends may result from chance alignments with stars that are within (i.e., members of) the cluster, in addition to those that may come from the field. This requires making assumptions about various properties of the cluster, whose stellar population represents an enhancement over the density of field stars in the direction of NGC 6811. We discuss this below.

Using BLENDER we simulated large numbers of background/foreground blend scenarios, as well as scenarios involving a smaller star or a planet eclipsing a physically associated star, and we compared the resulting light curves with the Kepler observations$^1$. This allowed us to identify the range of blend parameters able to mimic the signals (i.e., the properties of the stars or planets involved, relative distances, etc.; see $^{[33]}$). Many of these scenarios can be ruled out by limits on the presence of intruding stars available from our follow-up observations. These include the following: a) constraints from the centroid motion analysis, given in Sect. 3.1, excluding stars of any brightness beyond a certain angular separation; b) constraints from our high-resolution images in the form of sensitivity curves described and illustrated in Sect. 3.2, providing limits on the brightness of potential contaminating stars as a function of angular separation; c) limits on the brightness of closer companions from our high-resolution spectroscopic observations described in Sect. 3.3; and d) color information, which enables us to reject many false positives based on the fact that they would have an overall color inconsistent with the measured photometric indices available for the host star from our own photometric study of the cluster$^{[13]}$ and from the Kepler Input Catalog$^{[41]}$.

$^1$In the case of Kepler-67, our simulations involved the extra dilution produced by the $\sim 5''$ companion reported in Section 3.2
For both Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 we found that all viable false positive scenarios involving eclipsing binaries blended with the target are at large distances behind the cluster. By viable blends we mean those that are not ruled out and that match the Kepler light curves within acceptable (3σ) limits. Most scenarios involving a larger planet transiting another star blended with the target can be either behind or in front of NGC 6811. For all of these background/foreground blends (star + star, or star + planet) we determined the frequencies of false positives using informed estimates of star densities in the field as well as rates of occurrence in the field of eclipsing binaries and larger transiting planets involved in blends.

Other viable false positives involve planets transiting stars that are true members of NGC 6811, either physically associated with the target (in a hierarchical configuration) or not. For these we adopted binary properties from the work of Raghavan et al. (2010; [45]), and we require also estimates of the mean stellar density in the cluster (described below), and of the occurrence of planets within the cluster, which is of course not known a priori. As it turns out, however, the importance of blends coming from the cluster itself is relatively small (see below).

Estimating the planet prior for validation is the most delicate step of the procedure, as it also requires knowledge of the rate of occurrence of planets in the cluster, and is in fact directly proportional to that rate. In order to place rough limits on this unknown quantity that are sufficient for our purposes, we relied on the fact that we have found two candidates among the 377 member stars examined by Kepler. We then asked the following question: Given what we know about the sources of blends, how likely is it to find two false positives among these 377 stars (i.e., that both our candidates are blends)? To answer this question we performed a Monte Carlo simulation of blends for each of the 377 known members of NGC 6811 following the methodology of Fressin et al. (2013; [5]), adopting stellar properties for these stars as listed in the KIC. We counted how many false positives can mimic the light curves of small Neptunes (SN, with radii taken here to be between 2 and 4 R⊕) such as those implied by the Kepler-66 and Kepler-67 signals, and would also be detectable by Kepler. We repeated this simulation one million times to infer a probability. The result is only a 0.2% chance that we would have found two false positives. We then asked how likely it would be to find a single false positive, and a similar calculation yielded a 7.7% chance. We conclude that while we cannot rule out that one of our candidates is indeed a false positive,

---

2These binary properties refer strictly to field stars. The properties of binaries in NGC 6811 are not known, and we have assumed here that they are not appreciably different from the field. In particular, we assumed a frequency of multiple stars of 44% [45]. Adopting a multiplicity as high as 100% would not change our results below in any significant way.
it is extremely unlikely that both are. In other words, at least one of our two candidates is a true planet. From this finding we may derive a lower limit to the frequency of detectable transiting small Neptunes in the cluster, equal to \( f_{\text{SN}}^{\text{cluster}} = 1/377 = 2.7 \times 10^{-3} \).

It is of interest to compare this figure with the rate of occurrence of small Neptunes that \textit{Kepler} is able to detect in the field. This may be estimated by simply counting the candidates of this size in the catalog of KOIs (\textit{Kepler} Objects of Interest) by Batalha et al. (2013; [44]), and dividing by the total number of \textit{Kepler} targets that are main-sequence stars \( N_{\text{targ}} = 138,253 \). Of the 985 KOIs of small-Neptune size, we expect a total of 66 to be false positives based on Monte Carlo simulations similar to those above. Their rate of occurrence in the field is then \( f_{\text{SN}}^{\text{field}} = (985 - 66)/138,253 = 6.6 \times 10^{-3} \). Our rough estimate of the planet frequency in the cluster is therefore at least \( 2.7 \times 10^{-3}/6.6 \times 10^{-3} \approx 40\% \) of that in the field, for objects of this size.

Armed with this estimate, and the other ingredients mentioned earlier, we proceeded to compute the detailed blend frequencies for our two candidate transiting planets, to be compared later with the corresponding planet priors.

For Kepler-66, the expected frequency of blends involving background eclipsing binaries is \( 1.5 \times 10^{-8} \). Blends consisting of a larger planet transiting a background or foreground star have a frequency of \( 6.0 \times 10^{-7} \). The contribution from blends involving larger planets transiting cluster stars unrelated to the target was based on an estimate of the density of stars in NGC 6811 and the rate of occurrence of planets of suitable size. BLENDER indicates that in order to mimic the transits, such stars must all be of late spectral type (with masses between 0.25 and 0.45 \( M_\odot \)) and the planets involved in those blends are confined to a very narrow range of sizes. For computing the stellar density in the cluster within the small area of the sky allowed by the limits from our centroid motion analysis (Supplementary Sect. 3.1) we used a very conservative estimate of 1,000 M dwarfs in NGC 6811, and a cluster angular diameter of 1°. While in principle the rate of occurrence of planets to use for this particular source of false positives is the one in the cluster (for which we only have a lower limit, \( f_{\text{SN}}^{\text{cluster}} \)), it is conservative to adopt the larger rate for the field, \( f_{\text{SN}}^{\text{field}} \), as this leads to a higher blend frequency. The result is a frequency of false positives involving cluster stars unrelated to the candidate of \( 4.3 \times 10^{-9} \), which is essentially two orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding contribution from the field, demonstrating that blends of this kind within the cluster have a negligible impact. Finally, for the blends involving larger planets transiting a physical companion star to the target, we again used \( f_{\text{SN}}^{\text{field}} \) instead of \( f_{\text{SN}}^{\text{cluster}} \) to be conservative, and obtained a frequency of \( 8.5 \times 10^{-8} \). The sum of the four contributions yields a total expected blend frequency for Kepler-66 of \( 7.0 \times 10^{-7} \). The last two of the contributions just described, which correspond to blends involving larger planets transiting
other stars within the cluster, represent only \( \sim 13\% \) of the total. Hence, changing the estimate of the frequency of planets in the cluster has relatively little influence on the result.

To arrive at the odds ratio for Kepler-66 we require an estimate of the expected frequency of true planets of this particular size in the cluster (planet prior), which we define to be those with a radius within a 3\( \sigma \) interval of the measured radius for this candidate. We obtained this prior by appealing once again to the KOI catalog of Batalha et al. (2013; [44]), keeping in mind that statistics derived from that list pertain strictly to the field, rather than the cluster, so a correction must be applied. We counted 393 KOIs that are similar in size to Kepler-66 b (within 3\( \sigma \) of its measured radius), of which we expect 28 to be false positives, from Monte Carlo simulations. Similar calculations indicate that such planets are only detectable by Kepler around 71\% of its targets[5], which allows us to correct the census for incompleteness. The expected frequency of planets of this size in the cluster is then \( \frac{393 - 28}{(71\% \times 138,253)} \times \left( \frac{f_{\text{cluster}}^{\text{SN}}}{f_{\text{field}}^{\text{SN}}} \right) \), where the last factor adjusts the planet prior so that it corresponds to the cluster as opposed to the field.\(^3\) Previously we had inferred a lower limit to this factor of 40\%, implying an occurrence rate of small Neptunes in NGC 6811 that is no more than 2.5 times smaller than in the field. While we believe this to be a robust lower bound, we have chosen here to be more cautious, arbitrarily adopting a rate in the cluster ten times smaller than in the field for this calculation.\(^4\) The result is a very conservative planet prior of \( 3.7 \times 10^{-4} \), which is 530 times larger than the total blend frequency given earlier. We therefore consider the Kepler-66 signal to be validated as due to a true planet to a very high degree of confidence (false alarm probability FAP = 0.0019).

Similar calculations for Kepler-67 yielded expected blend frequencies of \( 4.8 \times 10^{-7} \) (background eclipsing binaries), \( 6.5 \times 10^{-7} + 7.4 \times 10^{-9} \) (stars transited by a larger planet in the background/foreground of the cluster, and within the cluster but unrelated to the target), and \( 1.4 \times 10^{-7} \) (larger planets transiting a physical companion). The total frequency of false positives is \( 1.3 \times 10^{-6} \), of which only \( \sim 11\% \) come from larger planets transiting cluster members. The planet prior is \( \frac{571 - 41}{(71\% \times 138,253)} \times \left( \frac{f_{\text{cluster}}^{\text{SN}}}{f_{\text{field}}^{\text{SN}}} \right) \), and again using

\(^3\)The calculation of the planet prior detailed here is specific to Kepler-66, in the sense that the 393 KOIs, 28 false positives, and 71\% completeness factor correspond strictly to a planetary radius interval within 3\( \sigma \) of that of Kepler-66 b. Therefore, an additional but reasonable assumption we make here is that the ratio \( f_{\text{cluster}}^{\text{SN}} / f_{\text{field}}^{\text{SN}} \) for the broader category of small Neptunes (2–4 \( R_\oplus \)) is not significantly different for planets in the more limited size interval just mentioned, which is likely to be approximately true given that the radius of Kepler-66 happens to lie in the middle of that range. Similar for Kepler-67.

\(^4\)Note that since the odds ratio we seek is defined as the planet prior divided by the total expected blend frequency, decreasing the estimated frequency of planets in the cluster relative to the field for the planet prior is conservative, as is increasing it for the blend frequency calculation described earlier.
a planet rate of occurrence conservatively 10 times smaller than in the field, the result is $5.4 \times 10^{-4}$. Since this is 410 times larger than the total blend frequency (FAP = 0.0024), once again we obtain a clear validation of Kepler-67 b as a bona-fide planet in NGC 6811.

4. Planet masses and structure

Despite the lack of dynamical confirmation of Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b, models of planet formation, structure, and survival can nonetheless yield useful constraints and insights about their masses and compositions.

Because the radii of Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b are in excess of $2 \, R_\oplus$, it is likely that the planets contain significant quantities of volatiles in the form of H/He and/or astrophysical ices that contribute to the observed transit radii. Without volatiles, rocky planets large enough to match the Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b transit radii would need Saturn-like masses of 82 and 117 $M_\oplus$, respectively (based on Seager et al. (2007) mass-radius relations\cite{46}, assuming an Earth-like composition with 32% iron core and 68% silicates by mass). To date, all confirmed transiting planets with radii between 2 and 3 $R_\oplus$ have measured masses less than 20 $M_\oplus$ (see e.g.,\cite{19}).

We follow the modeling approach of Rogers et al. (2011; \cite{47}) to constrain the masses and volatile contents of Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b. We first consider scenarios where Kepler-66 b and/or Kepler-67 b have H/He dominated atmospheres. Recent models of planet formation have indicated that low-mass (a few $M_\oplus$) proto-planets may plausibly accrete H/He gas from the protoplanetary nebula if formed in situ\cite{48,49} and if formed beyond the snow-line\cite{47}. If Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b have ice-less rocky interiors (formed inside the snow line), they can be no more than 4.3% and 6.2% H/He by mass, respectively (otherwise the planet transit radii would be larger than observed). If Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b instead have interiors comprised of a mixture of ice and rock (formed outside the snow line), H/He can account for no more than 1.2% and 2.5% of their masses.

An alternative scenario is one in which Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b formed beyond the snow line from a mixture of ice and rock, but did not manage either to accrete or to retain H/He to this day. In this case, a super-critical water-dominated envelope could account for the observed planet radii, provided the masses of Kepler-66 b and Kepler-67 b exceed 11 $M_\oplus$ and 15 $M_\oplus$, respectively.
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